
How a Data Science Company Hires the Best Talent – Anywhere in the World

Talent Over Location:

Dataiku is the world’s leading AI and machine learning platform offering a unique, 
advanced analytics software solution that enables companies to build and deliver 
their own data products more efficiently.

It is not surprising that they are continually looking for highly specialized data scientists and engineers to keep their 
platform updated. But talent like that cannot be found in one locale — it may be on another continent. Learn how a 
roadblock in hiring a professional became a successful recipe for capturing talent globally, in record time.



Skillsets matter – more than geography

Dataiku already has over 200 employees in the U.S. and a similar number in Europe. But to be No. 1 in your industry, 
you need to find the best talent and retain it, no matter where they live. 

“We’re trying to be a leader in the AI and data science world. And to accomplish those goals, you need people fa-
miliar with the local customs. You need people on the ground,” said Katherine Corwin, Human Resources Business 
Partner at Dataiku. “Where we want to go would be impossible without this global expansion.”

Corwin knew they had found the perfect person for a particular position, but she just happened to be in Montreal. 
They didn’t have a legal entity in place there and establishing one could have taken months. 

After talking to the company’s lawyers and researching different options, they decided the best way to go was 
partnering with a global Employer of Record (EOR). “I just did a quick survey in some other networks I’m in, and 
Globalization Partners was definitely the one most people recommended.”

No limit to growth

Using a global Employer of Record is the equivalent of having a key that opens any door in the business world. 

“The first one’s always the hardest,” said Corwin. “Since then, we have made a conscious effort to try to build out 
the Canadian market. So, we have grown to 10 employees there, mostly sales. But we now have used Globalization 
Partners for hiring in Singapore and South Korea.”

“Technical roles are hard to fill,” Corwin admits. But Dataiku has become more lenient about location. “We’re going to 
go above and beyond to try and make it work.”



CONTACT US
North America: info@globalization-partners.com

Europe, Middle East, and Africa: info-emea@globalization-partners.com

Asia-Pacific: info-apac@globalization-partners.com

globalization-partners.com

Less time with lawyers, more time to grow

Partnering with Globalization Partners not only guarantees that Dataiku can hire the best professionals for critical 
positions, but that they can move faster and focus on what matters: helping their clients and enhancing their product. 

“It has allowed us to move quickly because we don’t have to spend a ton of time with lawyers,” said Corwin.
 And those savings happen, not only when hiring someone in a country for the first time, but also when 
creating contracts for new hires.

“It’s gotten a lot smoother because now we can generate the contract in the [Globalization Partners] system. Before, 
we had to fill out a bunch of information. But now that we can generate it more automatically, it is a lot faster,” 
Corwin explains. 

A Global EOR can give your employees a better experience

Using a global Employer of Record can offer better benefits for your employees, too. When hiring for the first time in 
another country, it might not be feasible if insurance companies only offer the best plans as packages for large groups 
of employees. Additionally, in a new market, companies may be unfamiliar with the expectations of highly sought-af-
ter employees in high-value roles.

“I think sometimes [professionals with] tech-related jobs have different standards than others, like insurance [ben-
efits]. For example, in Singapore, we had a handful of people hired through Globalization Partners and a handful of 
people employed directly by our entity. The benefits that Globalization Partners gave them were way better than our 
own benefits. We could not get a dental [plan], we could not get maternity [leave]. There was no travel insurance...
because we had less than 10 employees [with our own entity].”

In highly competitive positions, leaving your employees without above-average benefits could mean you lose them to 
the competition at any moment. And with the standardization of remote work and the ability to partner with a global 
Employer of Record, many companies, including Dataiku, are hiring the best talent without worrying about 
geographical barriers. 

“[Remote work] will only extend after Covid-19 because people will view it as something quite effective. If the talent’s 
in Nebraska, they are not going to say ‘Oh, well, I want them in New York,’ like they might have said even a year 
ago,” said Corwin. “Now, all of a sudden, we just hire the best person in the world, even if she is in a place where we 
thought we couldn’t hire.”


